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I believe that the work we do should evoke 
joy, creativity, and a bit of sass into our lives. 
Since our spring issue of elemeant, I’ve had an 
overload of all three as I had the pleasure of 
visiting NeoCon and Steelcase HQ. 

NeoCon was about embracing and celebrating 
the beauty in maker items- layers of texture, 
comfort and imperfections, and pushing new 
ways of thinking. We are seeing the impact 
of this through the heavily-used Steelcase 
Marketplace tool that quickly connects new 
brands with designers.

Steelcase HQ inspires teams to think differently, 
challenging how they are choosing to work 
throughout the day. In their Ampersand team 
area, the choices available are quite literal as 
they test Flex- the new collection that is made 
to move fluidly from shared to individual spaces 
throughout the day. The full line was on display 
at NeoCon, and I’m happy to report that our 
WORKLABS have also been recently testing 
the collection!

It’s an exciting time for creativity and pushing 
boundaries in the modern office. I hope you’re 
as inspired as we all are! 

Natasha Fonville, Brand Manager

h e l l o



Process matters. At Atmosphere Commercial 
Interiors, we are dedicated to partnering with 
you to connect the dots between your creative 
team’s vision and living in a space that is 
authentic to you and your brand. 

With Steelcase, a global leader in workplace 
products and research, and hundreds 
of additional vendor partners, we offer 
a comprehensive portfolio of products, 
technologies and services to ensure we provide 
you the right solutions, no matter where you are 
in your project timeline.

a b o u t



why space matters
flex

marketplace
oh, hey!

products we love
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At Atmosphere, we are constantly analyzing 
our WORKLABS and expanding our knowledge 
base of what’s happening in office trends and 
research. We go to seminars, read articles, 
listen to podcasts and pore over every study 
that we can get our hands (and ears) on. We 
do this because we truly believe that to feel and 
sell to our clients’ needs, we must understand 
and breathe them ourselves. That’s why when 
the new article, The Truth About Open Offices 
was recently published by Harvard Business 
Review, with stark facts on the open workplace 
in relation to collaboration, it gave us pause. 
It made us reflect on our own space and the 
stories that we were sharing with our clients. 

The largest finding from the article revolved 
around a recent four-year study of two major 
technology companies that discovered a 
whopping 70% drop in interactions when the 
firms switched to open offices, with electronic 
interactions increasing to compensate. This 
finding was compiled by sensor technology 
that made it possible to detect and analyze 
the flows of communication between people 
and the collection of digital “breadcrumbs” 

w h y  s p a c e  m a t t e r s

the office matters: a recent 
four-year study of a major 

technology company 
found that “remote workers 

communicated 80% less 
about their assignments 

than co-located team 
members did.”

The Truth About Open Offices
Harvard Business Review 



from communication metadata. Using these 
tools allowed them to confirm something many 
people have suspected: “Collaboration’s 
architecture and anatomy are not lining up”. 
The researchers discovered that people are 
responding differently to the open office than 
ever expected. Instead of being open to 
collaboration, people began to show social 
cues that they were constantly busy and that 
others shouldn’t disrupt their process. In 
response, people respected these cues and 
thought twice about interrupting, which slowed 
organic conversations from happening.

So, people are communicating less. That 
means they’re being more productive and 
cranking out their work at a faster speed, right? 
Wrong. The article outlines an experiment 
completed by a large property-management 
company in Japan that tried to create more 
organic collaboration across teams by 
engaging in fewer meetings and moving to a 
“free address” space (no desk assignments). 
The study found that there was even less 
communication between team members (for 
remote workers, it was nearly 80% less!), that 
resulted in siloed work being done without team 
members and managers being looped in. “In 
bypassing them, workers caused problems 
downstream; within six months, productivity 
had dropped and client complaints had risen.”

say hi to some of the members 
of one of our most collaborative 
teams- the leadership team!

photos by Amanda Marie Studio



So, what’s the answer to finding the “perfect 
workspace”? The truth is, there is no one-
size-fits-all solution. The article found that 
“the best way to find the optimal workplace 
design for particular groups is to run rigorous 
experiments”. 

So, you pause. And we paused. 

We thought about the last year in our space and 
how we were telling our story. We recognized 
that some stories worked really, really well (like 
when we changed the proximities of casual 
spaces). And some fell flat. When we fell flat, 
it was usually because we tried to experiment 
with one specific way of working. For example, 
a free address space (we call it “nomadic”) 
doesn’t work for all of our team members, and 
as much as we try to encourage them (free 
backpacks!, more ancillary spaces!), certain 
roles need to spread out with paper and be 
quickly accessible to their teams in a predictable 
place. So, through years of experimenting with 
new trends and studies that come across our 
desk (and through our air pods), and evaluating 
our own space with space analytics, we’ve 
discovered that listening to feedback, getting 
to know our teams, and respecting their needs 
is the best story we can tell.  

Works cited:
Bernstein, Ethan. Waber, Ben. “The Truth About Open Offices.” 
From the November-December 2019 issue. https://hbr.org/2019/11/the-
truth-about-open-offices

Optimizing collaboration 
doesn’t have to entail a 

radical overhaul of office 
space; tweaks can make a 

difference, and it pays to test 
their potential impact.

The Truth About Open Offices
Harvard Business Review 
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Meet Flex- the new collection by Steelcase 
that empowers teams to create spaces that 
can be rearranged on demand, generating 
environments for teams and individuals to do 
their best work. 



“Teams need flexibility to 
change their day-to-day 

activities. Particularly, teams 
using agile and design 

thinking practices need 
to be able to change how 

they work over time. So, we 
thought about this through 

a new lens.”

Bill Bennie, Design Director
Steelcase





Have you tried Steelcase Marketplace yet?! 
Think of it as the Pinterest platform that you can 
actually plan your projects around! 
 

Discover
Browse products from 50+ brands and partners

Find exclusive new brands and products
Explore a range of styles and prices

Save products to projects 

Create
Post products to project boards

Plan separate spaces within one project
Print and save project details + images to Excel
Manage project schedules, budgets and status

Collaborate
Share with dealers, designers and clients

Create collections of projects
Send quotes for approval

Place orders easily!

m a r k e t p l a c e



Did you know? With our service provider, we 
employ over 500 team members across sales, 
support, design, installation and operations. Our 
team members help execute amazing projects 
around the globe and are truly experts in what 
they do. They are also filled with creativity! Here 
are some of their favorite things.

o h ,  h e y !













Oh, moooi! The inspiration currently surrounding 
us is amazing. From layers of flexible and open 
space division to luxe leathers and maker 
textiles, our vendors are out-doing themselves 
on products and applications this season!

p r o d u c t s  w e  l o v e

lighting and pattern by Moooi   



focus screen by hightower



West Elm x Steelcase belle by west elm

images by still blog
@maryjohoffman 



leanTo by ofs

ceramics from sandwich ceramic 



embrace chair
eoos, coalesse

naari throw blanket, anchal

obeya open room division, ofs

paddle chair
hans j. wegner, coalesse

bauhaus project, designtexgreenpoint by west elm



embrace chair
eoos, coalesse

naari throw blanket, anchal

obeya open room division, ofs

paddle chair
hans j. wegner, coalesse

bauhaus project, designtex



carl hansen shell lounge, 
coalesse

carmen hook, hightower

dang media stand, blu dot 

lagunitas lounge, coalesse

perimeter pendant, blu dot 

patchwork pillow, anchal



voi by hon

patchwork pillow, anchal



www.atmosphereci.com

instagram.com/atmosphere_ci

facebook.com/atmospherecommercialinteriors

linkedin.com/company/atmosphereci

Visit us in: 

Minnesota
Minneapolis

Arizona
Phoenix
Tucson

Wisconsin
De Pere
Eau Claire
Madison
Marathon

Illinois
Rockford
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